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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
1. Are the trial courtfs findings of fact, viewed in 
the most favorable light, based on substantial evidence? 
2. Did the trial court correctly apply the law to 
the facts in concluding that the appellant Keith's Electrical 
Construction Company d/b/a K.E. Systems, Inc. ("K.E. Systems") 
breached its contract with Power Systems & Controls, Inc. 
("PSC") and rendered PSCfs performance of the condition to its 
contract with K.E. Systems impossible? 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
This is an action brought by PSC for breach of 
contract by K.E. Systems. K.E. Systems counterclaimed alleging 
breach by PSC of the same contract. The matter was heard in a 
three-day, non-jury trial before the Honorable Leonard H. 
Russon, Third Judicial District. Following the trial, the 
Court issued findings of fact and conclusions of law and 
entered Judgment in favor of PSC on its claim of breach of 
contract against K.E. Systems and against K.E. Systems on its 
claim of breach of contract against PSC. Thereafter, K.E. 
Systems moved for a new trial pursuant to Rule 59, Utah Rules 
of Civil Procedure. The motion for new trial was denied by the 
Court, Amended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law were 
entered and this appeal followed. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
A. Introduction 
K.E. Systems entered into a contract with PSC whereby 
PSC was to supply a piece of machinery which K.E. Systems would 
install at Hill Air Force Base, Utah ("HAFB"). The contract 
was subject to a single express condition--HAFB must approve 
the equipment to be supplied. Compliance with this condition 
required performance by PSC, K.E. Systems and HAFB. PSC had to 
prepare an acceptable submittal; K.E. Systems, as the 
contractor with HAFB, had to convey PSC's submittals to HAFB 
with the appropriate approval form; and HAFB had to evaluate 
and approve the submittals. At all times, the evidence showed, 
PSC and HAFB endeavored to perform their responsibilities in 
fulfilling the condition. However, the trial court found that 
K.E. Systems, although initially performing its essential role 
to assist in fulfillment of the condition, ultimately refused 
to perform its responsibilities on which fulfillment of the 
contract condition hinged. Thus, the trial court concluded, 
K.E. Systems had breached its contract with PSC and was liable 
for the resulting damages. 
B. The Parties and Their Agents 
PSC is a Virginia corporation in the business of 
manufacturing computer power conditioning equipment. (Record 
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p. 216 — Finding No. 1*; Tr. at 323-24.**) Datasite-Utah, Inc. 
("Datasite"), a Utah corporation, acted as manufacturer's 
representative for and the agent of PSC in the transaction that 
is the subject matter of this appeal. This agency included 
representation in connection with receipt of bid solicitations, 
negotiation and amendment of the initial contract, and 
transmittal of any submittal or amendments thereto as discussed 
below. (Record p. 216--Finding No. 2; Tr. 416, 462, 488-89.) 
PSC had significant experience in dealing with government 
agencies, contracts and submittals of the type involved 
herein. (Record p. 216--Finding No. 3; Tr. at 325-26.) 
K.E. Systems is a Utah corporation in the business of 
acting as a contractor for the installation of computer power 
conditioning equipment. (Record p. 216--Finding No. 4; Record 
p. 62.) Keith G. Sakai ("Sakai") is the president of K.E. 
Systems and, at all times pertinent to this action, was acting 
as the agent of K.E. Systems. (Record p. 217--Finding No. 5; 
Tr. at 549.) 
* The trial court's Amended Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law are found at pages 215 through 229 of the Record on 
Appeal. Citation to these include not only the number of the 
page in the record but also the paragraph number of the 
specific finding supporting the factual proposition. 
** Citations to the transcript are indicated by the 
abbreviation ,fTr" but all page references are to the page 
numbers in the Record. 
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C. The Contract Between PSC and K. E. Systems 
PSC and K.E. Systems are parties to a contract (the 
"Contract") in the form of a purchase order signed by PSC on 
August 6, 1984 and by K.E. Systems on August 14, 1984. (Record 
p. 217--Finding No. 7; Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. Pages 4 and 5 of 
Exhibit 1 are the actual body of the Contract and are included 
herewith in the Addendum as Attachment A. ) Pursuant to the 
Contract, PSC was to supply K.E. Systems with a 500 KW computer 
power conditioning unit and accessories (the "500 KW unit"). 
The 500 KW unit was to be installed by K.E. Systems at HAFB in 
Utah pursuant to a separate contract between K.E. Systems and 
HAFB for HAFB project HIL294-4 (the "Project"). (Record p. 
217--Findings Nos. 6 and 8; Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 and Tr. at 
329.) The purpose of such a unit is to eliminate the sudden 
surges or drops in electrical power supplied to computer 
equipment that can adversely affect the performance of the 
computer* (Tr. at 324.) 
The Contract required delivery of the 500 KW unit 
within approximately twenty-two weeks of the date thereof in 
the following language: 
Delivery: 22 weeks after receipt of order. 
Delivery dates are approximate and current for 
date of this quotation. Delivery should be 
confirmed at time of order. 
(Record p. 217--Finding No. 9; Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 1.) 
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Of importance to this appeal, the Contract stated the following 
condition agreed to by both PSC and K.E. Systems: "The 
purchase order is contingent on HAFB acceptance of the 
equipment approval and conditions/' The Contract did not 
contain any limit on the time in which or the number of 
submittals by which PSC could seek HAFB approval. (Record pp. 
217-18--Finding No. 10; Plaintiff's Exhibit 1.) 
At the time that the Contract was executed, Datasite 
advised K.E. Systems on behalf of PSC that PSC would commence 
immediate manufacture of the 500 KW unit in order to complete 
manufacture and delivery within the twenty-two week period. 
This fact was confirmed in a letter from PSC to K.E. Systems 
dated September 11, 1984. (Record p. 218--Finding No. 11; Tr. 
at 337, 554-56; Plaintiff's Exhibit 3.) 
D. The Procedure For Fulfilling The Condition To The Contract 
To fulfill the condition to the Contract to obtain 
HAFB approval, PSC would forward to K.E. Systems a submittal 
package consisting of documents and drawings setting forth 
proposed specifications for the 500 KW unit and proposed terms 
and conditions governing its sale. (Record p. 218--Finding No. 
12; Tr. at 333-34, 346-47, 356-58, 466-68, 556-57; Plaintiff's 
Exhibits 3 and 7.) Pursuant to standard practice, K.E. Systems 
would attach a sheet entitled "Material Approval Submittal" 
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(hereinafter the "cover sheet") to each PSC submittal received 
and would then forward the submittal to HAFB. The cover sheet 
provided space to indicate (a) the submittal number, (b) 
whether the submittal was new or a resubmittal, and (c) whether 
a resubmittal was requested as to disapproved items and, if so, 
within how many days. (Record p. 218--Finding No. 13; Tr. at 
556-58 and Plaintiff's Exhibits 6, 9 and 13, the last two being 
respectively Attachments 2 and 3 in the Addendum to this 
brief.) HAFB would not consider a PSC submittal unless it was 
forwarded by K.E. Systems. (Tr. at 487, 700-01, 721.) 
Upon receipt of the submittal, HAFB would review the 
submittal and indicate on the front side of the cover sheet 
whether or not the submittal was approved or disapproved. In 
the event of disapproval, HAFB would state, in space provided 
on the reverse side of the cover sheet, the reason or reasons 
for the disapproval. HAFB would also state on the front side 
of the cover sheet whether a resubmittal was requested as to 
disapproved items and, if so, within how many days. (Record p. 
219--Finding No. 14; Tr. at 687, 712 and Plaintiff's Exhibits 
6, 9 and 13.) 
HAFB was solely responsible for all approval or 
rejection of submittals on the Project HIL294-4. Each PSC 
submittal was reviewed for compliance with the technical and 
contractual specifications of HAFB by Todd Stewart ("Stewart"), 
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an engineer employed by HAFB. Stewart would indicate his 
recommendation as to approval or disapproval by checking the 
appropriate box labeled "approved" or "disapproved" in the 
upper right hand portion of the cover sheet and by placing his 
initials to the right of that check. Stewart would set forth 
specific written objections to a submittal on the back of or in 
pages attached to the cover sheet. (Record p. 219--Finding No. 
15; Tr. at 683, 685, 712-20 and Plaintiff's Exhibits 6, 9 and 
13.) 
Final authority to approve or disapprove a PSC 
submittal to HAFB rested in the hands of the contracting 
officer for the Project. Such approval or disapproval would be 
indicated by his signature at the bottom of the completed cover 
sheet and a check in the appropriate box labeled "approved" or 
"disapproved" immediately above that signature on the cover 
sheet. As to each submittal on the Project, the completed 
cover sheets reflect that the contracting officer signed each 
cover sheet and checked the box consistent with Stewart's 
recommendation as reflected on the face of the cover sheet. 
(Record pp. 219-21--Finding No. 16; Tr. at 743 and Plaintiff's 
Exhibits 6, 9 and 13.) 
By reason of the acts of K.E. Systems and PSC set 
forth in Section E below, a course of dealings was established 
whereby (a) PSC would make a submittal, (b) K.E. Systems would 
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forward the submittal to HAFB, (c) HAFB would review the 
submittal and designate disapproved items, (d) HAFB would 
return the submittal and cover sheet to K.E. Systems, and (e) 
K.E. Systems would forward the reviewed submittal and cover 
sheet received from HAFB to PSC for response to the disapproved 
items and resubmittal. The Contract did not provide the number 
of times that PSC would be permitted to make submittals and 
four submittals by PSC was not unreasonable. (Record p. 
224--Finding No. 31; Plaintiff's Exhibits 1, 6, 9 and 13; Tr. 
at 489, 557, 579-80.) 
E. PSC's Submittals 
1. The First PSC Submittal 
PSC's first submittal under the Contract was forwarded 
by K.E. Systems to HAFB on September 13, 1984 and was 
designated as a "new" submittal. This submittal was returned 
to K.E. Systems disapproved on September 19, 1984. The cover 
sheet and attachments thereto set forth several reasons for the 
disapproval and requested that PSC resubmit as to items 
disapproved within ten days. (Record p. 220--Finding No. 17; 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 6.) At the suggestion of Sakai, PSC 
contacted Stewart directly on September 25, 1984 and discussed 
the technical matters raised as objections to the first 
submittal. (Record p. 220--Finding No. 18; Tr. at 344-46, 558.) 
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2. The Second PSC Submittal 
PSC forwarded a second submittal to K.E. Systems on 
September 27, 1984. K.E. Systems sent this second submittal to 
HAFB on October 1, 1984 and designated it as a ,fresubmittal.ff 
The second submittal was returned disapproved to K.E. Systems 
on October 15, 1984. The cover sheet set forth various reasons 
for the disapproval and requested resubmittal on disapproved 
items in ten days. (Record p. 220--Finding No. 19; Plaintiff's 
Exhibits 7 and 9.) 
The day that K.E. Systems received the second 
submittal from PSC, September 28, 1984, Sakai prepared two 
different letters, one to HAFB and one to Datasite, criticizing 
the PSC warranty. The letter from K. E. Systems to Datasite 
raised for the first time concerns regarding paragraphs "F" 
and "G" of the warranty relating to repair of the equipment. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 16.) The letter from K. E. Systems to 
HAFB criticized the same provisions of the PSC warranty and 
stated: ,fThey [PSC] have been addressed to claify [sic] their 
statements and it does not appear to have changed, [sic] from 
their first submittal." K.E. Systems then indicated: "I will 
be following up on a different proposal package. . . . " 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 19.) This letter was sent along with the 
second submittal to HAFB. (Tr. at 575-76.) The letter was not 
sent to either Datasite or PSC and the letter that was sent to 
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Datasite made no mention of the "different proposal package." 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 19.) (In fact, Sakai testified that he 
intentionally withheld from PSC and Datasite any information 
regarding a competing "proposal package." [Tr. at 571-72.]) 
Among the principal reasons for disapproval of the second PSC 
submittal, as stated on the cover sheet for the first time, 
were the very concerns over paragraphs "F" and "G" discussed in 
the letter sent by K.E. Systems to HAFB. (Plaintiff's Exhibits 
6, 9, 16 and 19.) 
3. The Third PSC Submittal 
PSC forwarded a third, revised submittal to K.E. 
Systems on October 17, 1984. K.E. Systems forwarded this third 
submittal to HAFB on October 19, 1984 and designated it as a 
"resubmittal." The third submittal addressed the concerns 
regarding Paragraph "F" of the warranty by stating that 
Paragraph "F" of the third submittal warranty was "standard," 
but if there was any concern regarding it K.E. Systems (or 
HAFB) should call PSC. (Record p. 220-221--Finding No. 20; 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 10.) (Paragraph "F" dealt with the payment 
of overtime for warranty labor. [Plaintiff's Exhibit 10.]) 
The third submittal was returned disapproved by HAFB 
to K.E. Systems no earlier than October 26, 1984. The cover 
sheet accompanying the returned third submittal set forth five 
items as the basis for the disapproval, including (a) the 
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presence of paragraph "F" in the submittal warranty, (b) three 
deficiencies that, in whole or in part, were the responsibility 
of K.E. Systems and (c) one item that had not been raised in 
any previous disapproval. The items listed for PSCfs sole 
consideration dealt basically with the warranty set forth in 
the submittal. (Record p. 221--Finding No. 21; Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 13. The completed cover sheet is the attachment to the 
letter in Plaintiff's Exhibit 13.) The cover sheet to the 
third PSC submittal contains a handwritten check mark in the 
box next to the following language: "Disapproved as Indicated 
Above and Subject to Any Applicable Comments on the Reverse 
Side. Request Resubmittal on Disapproved Items Within 10 Days 
of Date Shown Below." (Record p. 221--Finding No. 22; Tr. at 
622-23 and Plaintiff's Exhibit 13.) 
F. The Wrongful Acts of K.E. Systems 
1. The EPE Submittal 
On October 17, 1984, two days before it sent the third 
PSC submittal to HAFB, K.E. Systems forwarded to HAFB a 
submittal from Emergency Power Engineering, Inc. (the "EPE 
submittal") for supply of the same equipment that was the 
subject matter of the Contract. (The EPE submittal included 
drawings prepared by Sakai. [Tr. at 589 and Plaintifffs 
Exhibit 22.]) The EPE submittal was approved by HAFB on or 
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before October 25, 1984 and K.E. Systems was so advised on that 
date. (Record p. 222--Finding No. 24; Defendant's Exhibits 25 
and 43.) On October 25, 1984, K.E. Systems ordered from EPE 
equipment to supply to HAFB in place of the equipment covered 
by the Contract. Prior to this order, K.E. Systems had no 
contract with EPE for the equipment required by HAFB and 
covered by the Contract. (Record p. 222--Finding No. 25; Tr. 
at 620 and Plaintiff's Exhibit 26.) At no time prior to 
November 1, 1984, did K.E. Systems advise PSC or did PSC 
receive notice that (a) the EPE submittal had been sent to 
HAFB, (b) the EPE submittal had been approved by HAFB, or (c) 
the EPE equipment had been ordered. (Record p. 222--Finding 
No. 26; Tr. at 366, 475, 478-79, 532-33, 571-72.) 
2. K.E. Systems1 Handling of the Disapproval 
of the Third PSC Submittal. 
As of October 26, 1984, K.E. Systems was aware that 
PSC was in the process of manufacturing the 500 KW unit to be 
supplied under the Contract. (Record p. 224--Finding No. 30; 
Tr. at 555.) On October 26, 1984, the day following K.E. 
Systems' receipt of the disapproval of PSCfs third submittal, 
Sakai called Datasite and advised that the third PSC submittal 
had been disapproved solely because of the presence of 
paragraph "F" of the warranty. (Record p. 221--Finding No. 23; 
Tr. at 364-65, 473.) On that same day, Datasite advised K.E. 
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Systems that paragraph ,fF" would be deleted. (Record p. 
222--Finding No. 23; Tr. at 474.) This deletion was confirmed 
in a letter from PSC to K.E. Systems dated October 26, 1984. 
(Record p. 222--Finding No. 23; Tr. at 364-65 and Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 12.) K.E. Systems never conveyed this information to 
HAFB. (Tr. at 719.) At no time prior to November 1, 1984, did 
K.E. Systems advise PSC or did PSC receive notice that (a) any 
reason existed for the disapproval of the third PSC submittal 
other than paragraph "F" of the warranty, (b) the disapproval 
of the third PSC submittal required resubmittal within ten 
days, or (c) there existed any limitation on PSCfs ability to 
make further submittals. (Record p. 222--Finding No. 26; Tr. 
at 365-67; 475-76, 484, 532-34.) The information conveyed 
between PSC and K.E. Systems on October 26, 1984 was sufficient 
to cause PSC to reasonably believe that there existed no 
further problems with their submittals and that approval by 
HAFB was assured. (Record p. 223--Finding No. 27; Tr. at 
365-66, 475-76, 532-34.) 
By letter dated October 26, 1984, K.E. Systems (a) 
forwarded to PSC the cover sheet completed by HAFB with respect 
to the third PSC submittal, and (b) cancelled the Contract with 
no opportunity for PSC to cure the disapproved items set forth 
in the cover sheet to the third submittal returned by HAFB. 
For the first time, K.E. Systems advised PSC of (a) EPE's 
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submittal and its approval by HAFB, (b) the order for the EPE 
equipment, (c) the reasons for disapproval of the third PSC 
submittal apart from paragraph "F" of the warranty, (d) the 
ten-day deadline in making a new submittal to HAFB and (e) K.E. 
Systems* refusal to give PSC the opportunity to make a further 
submittal. (Record p. 223--Finding No. 28; Plaintiff's Exhibit 
13.) 
3. K.E. Systems' Acts to Prevent HAFB Consideration 
of PSCys Final Submittal. 
On November 9, 1984, representatives of PSC met with 
the personnel from HAFB responsible for the submittal process 
on the 500 KW unit. The HAFB personnel stated that they would 
consider a new PSC submittal if tendered by K.E. Systems. 
(Record p. 224--Finding No. 32; Tr. at 381, 386-87, 389, 453, 
487, 700, 720-21.) 
PSC prepared and forwarded to K.E. Systems a new 
submittal on the 500 KW unit dated November 16, 1984 that 
addressed each objection cited as a basis for disapproval in 
the completed cover sheet to the third PSC submittal. (Record 
p. 224--Finding No. 33; Tr. at 387, 391-92, 629, 721-22 and 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 15.) A copy of this fourth submittal was 
also sent directly to HAFB because K.E. systems had indicated 
that it would not forward the fourth PSC submittal to HAFB. 
(Record pp. 224-25--Finding No. 33; Tr. at 389-90, 629 and 
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Plaintiff's Exhibits 29 and 31.) K.E. Systems refused to 
forward the final PSC submittal for consideration, (Record pp. 
225--Finding No. 34; Tr. at 389-90, 487-88, 630.) Further, on 
November 19, 1984, K.E. Systems instructed HAFB to disregard 
any PSC submittal forwarded directly to HAFB. The fourth PSC 
submittal was never reviewed or considered by HAFB. (Record p. 
225--Finding No. 36; Tr. at 629-30, 703, 721 and Exhibit 31.) 
(Interestingly, on or about November 15, 1984, K.E. Systems 
attempted to rescind its order for the EPE equipment, but EPE 
refused to do so without a substantial monetary penalty to K.E. 
Systems. [Record p. 225--Finding No. 35; Plaintiff's Exhibit 
30.]) 
As of November 19, 1984, PSC was entitled to make 
another submittal to HAFB in order to cure the disapproved 
items set forth in the completed cover sheet to the third PSC 
submittal and thus fulfill the condition to the Contract. 
(Record p. 225--Finding No. 37.) The final PSC submittal met 
all requirements of Stewart as set forth in the completed cover 
sheet to the third PSC submittal. Had the final PSC submittal 
been presented by K.E. Systems through HAFB to Stewart for 
evaluation, he would have recommended approval by the 
contracting officer. (Record p. 225--Finding No. 38; Tr. at 
721-23, 734-35 and Exhibit 15.) K.E. Systems' acts with 
respect to PSCfs third and fourth submittals and the EPE 
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submittal were not reasonable under the circumstances and PSC 
could not have reasonably anticipated said acts. (Record p. 
226--Finding No, 41, Tr. at 532-33.) 
G. PSCys Damages 
As of November 19, 1984, the 500 KW unit was 90% 
complete. PSC completed manufacture of the 500 KW unit and, in 
view of the advanced stage of manufacture, such completion was 
reasonable. (Record pp. 225-26--Finding No. 39; Tr. at 393.) 
The 500 KW unit manufactured by PSC was a unique piece of 
equipment because of its large size and its construction 
pursuant to HAFB specifications. (Record p. 226--Finding No. 
40; Tr. at 324-25.) Over the period between November 19, 1984 
and the date of trial, PSC made reasonable efforts to resell 
the 500 KW unit. These efforts were not successful and the 
sole prospective buyer, Motorola Corporation, refused to buy 
the equipment with the modifications needed to make the 500 KW 
unit suitable for Motorola's needs. (Record p. 226--Finding 
No. 42; Tr. at 393-94, 401-06.) 
The acts of K.E. Systems in connection with the 
Contract caused injury to PSC including costs of manufacture, 
incidental expenses and loss of profits. (Record p. 226--
Finding No. 43.) The price under the Contract for the 500 KW 
unit was $152,200. PSC's profit on the Contract was to be 
$51,000. This sum was fixed as of November 19, 1984 and, at 
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that time, could be calculated with mathematical accuracy. 
Interest on this profit from November 19, 1984 to the present 
at an annual rate of 10% percent, or $14.00 per day, is 
$4,760. (Record pp. 226-27--Finding No. 44; Tr. at 401.) 
H. Facts Alluded To In Appellant's Brief But Not Relevant 
To The Issues On Appeal. 
1. Warranty for Power Failure 
This basis for HAFBfs disapproval of the second PSC 
submittal was fully corrected in the third PSC submittal. 
(Compare Plaintiff's Exhibit 7 with Plaintiff's Exhibit 10.) 
The disapproval of the third PSC submittal from which K.E. 
Systems' breach arose did not stem from any failure to warrant 
performance of the 500 KW unit during power failure. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 13.) 
2. Supplier's Bond 
This topic was not addressed in the Contract. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 1.) Thereafter, K.E. Systems raised the 
issue with PSC but at no time did PSC agree to obtain a bond. 
Likewise, K.E. Systems never conditioned its contractual 
obligations on the obtaining of a bond. (Tr. at 450, 454-55, 
534-35.) 
3. Certification by an Independent Testing Laboratory 
While this was cited as a basis for the disapproval of 
the first PSC submittal, this matter was never again raised as 
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an objection to any subsequent PSC submittal. (Tr. at 717 and 
Plaintiff's Exhibits 6, 9, 13 and 15.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
K.E. Systems has not met its burden, as 
defendant-appellant, of demonstrating that the trial court's 
findings of fact are not supported by substantial evidence in 
the record. Rather, K.E. Systems ignores the trial court's 
findings of fact and simply urges this Court to substitute K.E. 
System's view of the facts for that of the trier of fact. 
K.E. Systems has not demonstrated any error in the law 
adopted by the trial court or the application of that law to 
the facts found by the trial court. K.E. Systems acknowledges 
a legal obligation implicit in all contractual relationships to 
cooperate in the performance of the contract. The trial court 
correctly found that the acts of K.E. Systems prevented PSC 
from fulfilling the condition to the Contract and that K.E. 
Systems was not entitled to terminate the Contract as it did. 
ARGUMENT 
I. K.E. SYSTEMS HAS FAILED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE 
EVIDENCE ADMITTED AT TRIAL, VIEWED IN THE MOST 
FAVORABLE LIGHT, IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT 
THE TRIAL COURT'S FINDINGS OF FACT. 
The decisions of this Court place upon K.E. Systems, 
as the party appealing from an order denying a new trial and an 
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adverse judgment entered in a matter tried to the court, a 
major burden to demonstrate error in that court's findings of 
fact. To meet this burden, K.E. Systems 
. . . must marshal all the evidence in 
support of the trial court's findings and then 
demonstrate that even viewing it in the light 
most favorable to the court below, the evidence 
is insufficient to support the findings. 
Scharf v. BMG Corp., 700 P.2d. 
1068, 1070 (Utah 1985). 
This Court "indulge[s] [such findings] a presumption of 
validity and correctness. . . ." Egbert & Jaynes v. R. C. 
Tolman Construction Co., 680 P.2d 746, 747 (Utah 1984) citing 
Charlton v. Hackett, 11 Utah 2d 389, 390, 360 P.2d 176 
(1961). "The findings and judgment of the trial court will not 
be disturbed when they are based on substantial, competent, 
admissible evidence." Nupetco Associates v. Jenkins, 669 P.2d 
877, 881 (Utah 1983) citing Car Doctor, Inc. v. Belmont, 635 
P.2d 82, 83-84 (Utah 1981). See also Reimschiissel v. 
Russell, 649 P.2d 26, 27 (Utah 1982). This standard applies 
whether the appeal is solely from a judgment based on the 
Court's findings and conclusions or from an order denying a new 
trial. Egbert & Jaynes, supra, 680 P.2d at 747. 
In its brief, K.E. Systems discusses at length the 
facts, or more accurately the factual emphasis, that it wishes 
the trial court would have adopted at trial. Nowhere, however, 
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does K.E. Systems identify for this Court (a) exactly what the 
trial court found the facts to be, (b) which of those findings 
K.E. Systems disputes or (c) any evidentiary deficiency that 
mandates disregard of particular findings. In light of this 
utter failure to address the sole issue as to the findings of 
fact that can be considered by this Court on appeal, the trial 
court's findings should be sustained. 
K.E. Systems' failure to discuss the trial court's 
findings may well stem from the basic agreement between the 
trial court's view of the evidence and that articulated in K.E. 
Systems' brief. Careful review and comparison of the trial 
court's findings and K.E. Systems' statement of the facts 
reveals that (a) most of the facts found by the trial court 
have an undisputed, competent documentary basis and (b) K.E. 
Systems accepts the trial court's articulation of those facts 
in the written findings. K.E. Systems merely disputes the 
inferences and conclusions to be drawn from the facts. 
K.E. Systems does not dispute the content or timing of 
PSC's four submittals or the contents of the written 
disapprovals of the first three. K.E. Systems acknowledges the 
procedure by which it conveyed the submittals to HAFB and 
returned them with comments to PSC. The events surrounding the 
disapproval of the third PSC submittal and PSC's subsequent 
attempt to make a final conforming submittal are all 
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acknowledged by K.E. Systems. K.E. Systems concedes its 
determinative role in withholding full knowledge of the 
submittal process from PSC and then preventing HAFB 
consideration of the final conforming PSC submittal. 
K.E. Systems seeks to justify its conduct by disputing 
the trial court's findings as to (a) the timeliness of PSCfs 
submittals, (b) the timeliness and reasonableness of K.E. 
Systems' disclosures to PSC regarding EPE's involvement and 
HAFB's disposition of the third submittal, (c) the course of 
dealings between the parties, and (d) PSC's right to make a 
fourth submittal as of November 19, 1984. However, the trial 
court's finding on each of these points is fully supported by 
the record. 
On the issue of timeliness, PSC commenced early 
manufacture of the 500 KW unit precisely because the Contract 
called for delivery in 22 weeks and K.E. Systems emphasized the 
urgency of the Contract. (Tr. at 529-30.) The major source of 
delay in the submittal process lay not in PSC's preparation of 
submittals or response to disapprovals, but in K.E. Systems' 
transmittal and HAFB's consideration of the submittals. From 
the time PSC sent its first submittal to K.E. Systems through 
PSC's transmittal of the third submittal, PSC occupied a total 
of only eight business days in preparing and transmitting its 
new submittals. By contrast, the documents reflect that K.E. 
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Systems held PSC's first three submittals a total of nine 
business days and HAFB held the same submittals for an 
additional sixteen business days. (Exhibits 6, 9, 12 and 13.) 
On the facts, responsibility for any delay in the approval 
process lies more properly with K.E. Systems and HAFB than with 
PSC. 
Regarding disclosures, the undisputed evidence shows 
that, before November 1, 1984, K.E. Systems withheld from PSC 
all information regarding EPEfs involvement in the Project and 
complete information regarding HAFB's disapproval of the third 
PSC submittal. PSC responded immediately to the sole 
information that K.E. Systems conveyed on October 26, 1984 
regarding paragraph F. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 12.) 
Datasitefs principal employee felt such assurance that HAFBfs 
objections had been met that he left that same day on his 
honeymoon. (Tr. at 532-34.) Had the facts contained in 
Sakaifs letter to Datasite dated October 26, 1984 rejecting PSC 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 13) been disclosed, there can be no doubt 
that PSC would have taken the necessary, affirmative steps to 
protect its interests. But to allow PSC this opportunity ran 
counter to K.E. Systems' interests since by October 26, 1984, 
it was obligated by contract to buy EPE's equipment. (Compare 
Tr. at 572-73.) Thus, K.E. Systems put Plaintiff's Exhibit 13 
in the mail to Datasite knowing that the person in charge at 
Datasite would not see the letter, much less forward it to PSC, 
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until well past the first of November, 1984. These acts 
provide full support for the trial court's finding that K.E. 
Systems lulled PSC into a reasonable belief that it had met 
HAFB's objections and thus effectively prevented PSC from 
making a full and timely response to HAFB's disapproval of the 
third PSC submittal. 
The final two fact issues--the course of dealings and 
the fourth PSC submittal issues--run together. The undisputed 
evidence that K.E. Systems conveyed to HAFB three successive 
PSC submittals without the slightest warning of contrary 
performance in the future fully supports the trial court's 
findings of a "course of dealings." See generally Utah Code 
Ann. § 70A-1-204(1) (1965). K.E. Systems' intentional failure 
to give PSC advance notice of the contemplated change in their 
course of dealings prior to November 7, 1984, gave PSC the 
right to make a fourth submittal. PSC was entitled to make one 
submittal with clear notice that it would have no further 
opportunity. 
Of even greater importance in establishing PSC's right 
to make a fourth submittal is HAFB's disapproval of the third 
PSC submittal. Therein, as the trial court found, HAFB 
expressly requested a resubmittal by PSC within ten days. HAFB 
did not tell K.E. Systems or PSC that the time for submittals 
had elapsed or that the disapproved items could not be remedied 
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or that approval of the EPE equipment precluded PSC's 
submittal. In fact, when PSC met with HAFB on November 9, 
1984, HAFB indicated even then its willingness to consider a 
new PSC submittal if conveyed through K.E. Systems. The 
evidence fully sustains the trial court's finding that PSC was 
entitled to make a fourth submittal. 
II. K.E. SYSTEMS HAD NO RIGHT, UNILATERALLY AND 
WITHOUT NOTICE, TO TERMINATE THE CONTRACT AND TO 
PREVENT PSC FROM OBTAINING HAFB APPROVAL. 
The fundamental legal principle that governed the 
trial court's judgment in favor of PSC was this: 
Parties to a contract are obliged to proceed 
in good faith and to cooperate in the performance 
of the contract in accordance with its expressed 
intent. One party cannot by willful act or 
omission make it impossible or difficult for the 
other to perform and then invoke the other's 
non-performance as a defense. 
Cahoon v. Cahoon, 641 
P.2d 140, 144 (Utah 1982). 
This principle finds support in numerous authorities. See, 
e.g., Utah Code Ann. § 70A-1-203 (1965); Ferris v. Jennings, 
595 P.2d 857, 859 (Utah 1979); Cummings v. Nielson, 42 Utah 
157, 129 P. 619, 623 (1912); Restatement (Second) of Contracts 
§ 245 and comment a (1981) (ft[w]here a party's breach by 
non-performance contributes materially to the non-occurrence of 
a condition of one of his duties, the non-occurrence is 
excused"). Cf. , Leigh Furniture and Carpet Co. v. Isom, 657 
P.2d 293, 311 (Utah 1983). 
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K.E. Systems agrees, as it must, that this is the 
law. (Appellant's Brief, p. 29.) All K.E. Systems contends is 
that the facts of this case do not warrant application of this 
principle of law. As already demonstrated, K.E. Systems has 
not met the burden it must meet in order to require this Court 
to disregard the trial court's findings. Those unassailed 
findings place this case squarely within the rule stated in 
Cahoon. The cooperation of K.E. Systems was essential to 
PSC's ability to comply with the condition to the Contract. 
Notwithstanding this fact, the trial court found, K.E. Systems 
withheld information from PSC, declared a "breach" without 
prior notice to PSC and then prevented approval of a conforming 
submittal. These were "willful act[s] or omission[s]" that 
made it "impossible or difficult" for PSC to perform. Cahoon, 
supra, 641 P.2d at 144. 
K.E. Systems1 own authorities lend support to the 
trial court's decision in this action. In Pneumatic Signal 
Co. v. Texas & Pacific Railway Co., 200 N.Y. 125, 93 N.E. 471 
(1910) (cited at page 36 of Appellant's Brief), the plaintiff 
contracted with the defendant to supply and install a railroad 
signal system with acceptance conditioned on approval of the 
system by the Texas Railroad Commission. The plaintiff 
performed, but the Commission denied approval of the system for 
deficiencies that were the sole responsibility of the 
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defendant • In an action for breach of contract upon the 
defendant's refusal to pay the plaintiff, the trial court 
directed a verdict for the defendant holding that proof of the 
Commission's approval was essential to maintaining the action. 
The New York Court of Appeals reversed holding that if the jury 
concluded that the defendant's acts prevented the plaintiff 
from obtaining final approval, the plaintiff would be entitled 
to recover on its contract. See also Gessler v. Erwin Co., 
182 Wis. 315, 193 N.W. 363, 371 (1923) (cited in Appellant's 
Brief at p. 36--failure to cooperate precipitated breach, 
judgment for the non-cooperating party reversed). 
Citation of Zion's Properties, Inc. v. Holt, 538 P.2d 
1319 (Utah 1975), does not call into question the conclusion 
reached by the trial court. Zion's Properties states the very 
rule more recently articulated in Cahoon as cited above. 538 
P.2d at 1321. The Court in Zion's Properties simply held that 
the facts as found by the trial court in that case did not 
demonstrate a lack of good faith or failure to cooperate "of 
sufficient substance and materiality to justify . . . 
non-performance." 538 P.2d at 1322 (emphasis added). Under 
Zion's Properties, the trial court in the present action 
properly considered the "substance and materiality" of the acts 
of K.E. Systems that prevented PSC's performance. In sum, the 
law cited by K.E. Systems underscores the crucial role of the 
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trier of fact in applying the legal principle set forth in 
Cahoon and does not dictate a finding in favor of K.E. Systems. 
K.E. Systems suggests that its withholding of 
information and its active obstruction of PSC's efforts to 
obtain HAFB approval must be excused because, by October 25, 
1984, K.E. Systems had concluded that PSC was in breach of the 
Contract. If such were K.E. Systems1 conclusion (and this is 
seriously in doubt given the content of Sakai's October 26, 
1984 discussions with Datasite), it would at most justify the 
giving of notice to perform and not a declaration of 
irremediable breach. The sole performance deadline to which 
PSC expressly obligated itself in the Contract was delivery of 
the 500 KW unit within 22 weeks. To meet this deadline and 
with K.E. Systems1 knowledge, PSC commenced manufacture of the 
500 KW unit almost simultaneously with its first submittal. 
(Tr. at 529-30.) At trial, there was no showing or suggestion 
that later HAFB disapproval of PSC submittals touched on any 
item that jeopardized or required changes in the ongoing 
manufacture of the 500 KW unit. Thus, any concerns over PSC's 
ability to perform within the 22 week deadline were not shown 
to be reasonable under the facts in evidence at trial. 
The Contract did not impose any express deadline by 
which PSC had to obtain HAFB approval. Under Utah Code Ann. § 
70A-2-309(l) (1965), in the absence of an express time limit, 
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PSC was obligated to obtain HAFB approval within a "reasonable 
time." Utah Code Ann. § 70A-l-204(2) (1965) dictates that 
"reasonable time" be defined by reference to the "nature, 
purpose and circumstances of the action" to be taken within 
that "reasonable time." In other words, "reasonable time" is 
the very sort of issue to be addressed and resolved by the 
trier of fact. As the trial court concluded, the evidence at 
trial demonstrated that PSC was still entitled to seek approval 
on November 19, 1984--nearly a month after K.E. Systems 
perceived a "breach." This finding is supported by the 
following: (a) most important, as of November 19, 1984, HAFB 
was still willing to consider PSC submittals for approval, (b) 
November 19, 1984 was well within the twenty-two weeks limit on 
delivery of the 500 KW unit, (c) PSC had acted promptly (within 
a day on the second and third submittals) in responding to 
disapprovals, and (d) of the impediments to approval listed in 
the disapproval of the third PSC submittal, the majority were 
the responsibility of K.E. Systems. 
Even assuming that a "reasonable" time to obtain 
approval had elapsed as of October 26, 1984, Utah Code Ann. 
§ 70A-2-309 (1965) and the parties1 course of dealings prohibit 
the particular procedure chosen by K.E. Systems. Comment 5 to 
U.C.C. § 2-309 states: 
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When both parties let an originally 
reasonable time go by in silence, the course of 
conduct under the contract may be viewed as 
enlarging the reasonable time for tender . . . of 
performance. 
1 U.L.A. 291 (1976). 
In KLT Industries, Inc. v. Eaton Corp., 505 F. Supp. 1072 
(E.D. Mich. 1981), the defendant waived the delivery deadline 
in its contract with the plaintiff. Thereafter, the defendant 
terminated the contract claiming that the plaintiff had failed 
to deliver within a "reasonable time." The defendant did not 
give any prior notice to the plaintiff that a "reasonable time" 
had expired. The court held that, in view of the waiver of the 
delivery date and the subsequent passage of time without 
notice, a "reasonable time" for performance had not passed. 
The defendant, and not the plaintiff, was found to be in 
breach. See also Davis v. Suggs, 10 Ohio App.3d 50, 460 
N.E. 2d 665, 667 (Ohio App. 1981) (seller's silence for two 
years in light of buyer's failure to retrieve a flatbed trailer 
purchased by buyer deprived seller of any defense that 
"reasonable time" to pick up the trailer had passed). K.E. 
Systems concedes and the trial court found that, neither on or 
before October 26, 1984, did K.E. Systems ever tell PSC that a 
reasonable time to obtain HAFB approval had elapsed or was 
about to elapse. By its silence and inaction, K.E. Systems 
enlarged the period in which PSC might obtain HAFB approval. 
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Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-309(3) (1965) and comment 5 to 
U.C.C. § 2-309 state K.E. System's obligation under the facts 
as found by the trial court. Subsection (3) provides in 
pertinent part: 
Termination of a contract by one party 
except on the happening of an agreed event 
requires that reasonable notification be received 
by the other party. . . . 
Comment 5 to that section of the U.C.C. states: 
The obligation of good faith under this Act 
requires reasonable notification before a 
contract may be treated as breached because a 
reasonable time for delivery or demand has 
expired. 
1 U.L.A. 291 (1976). 
K.E. Systems had to give PSC reasonable notification before 
undertaking to terminate the Contract. 
K.E. Systems contends that PSC's "breach" permitted 
"justifiable cancellation" without notice. See 1 U.L.A. 292, 
comment 9 (cited in Appellant's Brief at 15). However, the 
breach alleged by K.E. Systems is not of the type warranting 
ffjustifiable cancellation" without notice. Declaration of a 
breach for failure to meet a condition within a "reasonable 
time" involves the very sort of subjective analysis that 
mandates a prior, "reasonable notification" by the party 
perceiving a breach. The court in KLT Industries, Inc., 
supra, held that the defendant could not treat its contract as 
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breached for non-delivery within a "reasonable time,f until 
reasonable notification of that fact was given to the 
non-performing plaintiff: 
The good faith obligation imposed by the UCC 
requires reasonable notification before 
termination to avoid surprise, protect good faith 
judgment and reduce uncertainty. 
505 F. Supp. at 1079. 
Like the defendant in KLT Industries, K.E. Systems disregarded 
this "obligation of good faith" and cannot now establish under 
the law that, without prior notice, it was entitled to 
terminate PSC on October 26, 1984 for any purported breach. 
CONCLUSION 
The facts found by the trial court are supported by 
sufficient evidence in the record. Those facts demonstrate 
that K.E. Systems breached its contractual obligation to PSC by 
making it impossible for PSC to obtain HAFB approval. The 
judgment of the trial court and its order denying a new trial 
in this action should be affirmed. 
DATED: August £$~ * 1986. 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY 
John A. Snow 
Eric C. Olson 
By ^ c. nKpv^ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Respondent 
50 South Main, Suite 1600 
P. 0. Box 45340 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 532-3333 
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hand-delivered, this c#S"*W of August, 1986, to the 
following: 
Jimi Mitsunaga, Esq. 
731 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
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ft>wer 
Systems £ BILL OF MATERIAL AND QUOTATION 
SERIES 760 INVERTER, MOTOR GENERATOR WITH RECTIFIER ( j O f l t l O l S 
TO: TliriffitrW^I n ~ 
FOR: Hill Air Force Base 
ITEM: Series 760 
QUOTATION #: 84-40b 
jj.£ Sy*71" S /* 0 
/)AA KEfTH'S ELECTRICAL — / 
m
" CONSTRUCTION COMPANY ' ~ T 
MttSWTsnpU Salt Lake Ctty. W M107 #£* 
" ^ (601) 266-6084 
1. One (1) 62S KVA/500 KW Series 760 consisting of a static 
solid state rectifier, static solid state inverter, 
500 KW Motor Generator Set, rectifier transformer, logic 
metering controls, mimic bus, indicator lights, input and 
output voltmeter, ammeter, and frequency meter. 
INPUT REQUIREMENTS: 
b. OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS: 
480 volts, 3 phase, 
60 Hz, 4 wire. 
480 volts, 3 phase, 
60 Hz, 4 wire. 
3. One (1) hybrid automatic synchronized make-before break bypass 
switch with motorized circuit breaker back-up installed in the 
control cabinet. 
4. Factory test with test battery and full load burn-in. 
5. Field engineer (s) for check-out and initial energizing of the 
system with customer's load for 5 consecutive days on site during 
normal working hours, per Schedule AS.^Additional labor will 
Power Systems & Controls • 3206 Lanvale Avenue , .
 A ,3230 • Telex 828348, Phone (804) 355-26 
n • , -N . J * / <v E x h i b i t A 
rfM 
be billed per Schedule AS attached* /^S 
8» Terms: Net 30 days* 
6» Total Price FOB Richmond, Virginia* 
not installed ^2*p£2^-£g0 ~^7 
9% Delivery: 22 weeks after receipt of order* Delivery dates 
are approximate and current for date of this quotation* 
Delivery should be confirmed at time of order* 
10% Please Note: 
a. State and local sales taxes are not included in the prices 
quoted in the Bill of Material and roust be added* 
if applicable* AS &*&*+*<** S-/V-SV Mr JSSi/antl -^^Z?^ / ^ 
b* Prices quoted are firm for acceptance within 60 days and 
shipment within 30 days of the later of the quoted or 
actual completion date; thereafter a storage charge of 
1Z per month will be assessed* 
c* Power Systems and Controls (PSC) systems are warranted 
to be free from defects in design, material and workman-
ship when operated under design conditions* Should any 
such system be found defective* PSC will furnish the 
necessary parts and labor to correct such defect during 
a period of twelve (12) months from the date of equipment 
start-up or fourteen (14) months from shipment* whichever 
tottttes fit»t% Thltt vattanty ib aubjeet tt> the fcbhdititthS 
listed in our attached warranty. s**tf tsj/*-/iAA*>rY 9-S*sv0/r/v-sj *~*LU 
PO'tfE'R SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS.,- itfC. A C C E T P Y E D BV: 
ate:( / 
Company Representative 
~iJ~&. /<?£<£. #'/Y-M 
Dat / ' D a t e * 
fiAiM"*1-
MATERIAL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 
(See Instructions on reverse) 
FORM APPROVED 
OMB SO. 22R0262 
treating Officer) 
CT N U M I I R 
>S-Q-0^C3£0& /JILZJY-*/ 
F R O M : (Contractor) 
X.£. fysre/tis 
O A T I 
L*JL. /&///8Y 
SUBMISSION N U M I I R 
**> 
SUBMITTAL 
D NIW 0 R E I SSUSMITTAIJ 
IS SUBMISSION N U M I I R 
1 
PROJECT N U M I I R 
/f.£. 9~//t> 
TO BE COMPLETED BY CONTRACTOR FOR GOVERNMENT USE ONLY 
CtriCATION SECTION/ 
IA NO./DRAWINO NO. 
DESCRIPTION O F MATERIAL 
(Include Type, Model Number, Ceteiog Number, Mfg., etc.) 
AP-
[PROVED 
DISAP-
PROVED 
sec 
RCVKRS 
I N I T I A L 
c /U30 /?ArA*v /}^,-A &,*. 6YST&H AY />SC. V / X* 
BY COMPLETING THIS FORM, THE UNDERSIGNED CONTRACTOR CERTIFIES THAT 
THE MATERIAL COMPLIES WITH ALL SPECIFICATIONS OF SUBJECT CONTRACT. 
/0H 
TVPC OR PRINT N A M ! A N D T I T I - * SIGNATURE 
?46,JS S7 ^AS 
FOR G O V E R N M E N T USE Ot fLY 
e Civil Engineering Officer) 
iitlos and Action. 
CJ W rvr Contracting Offices ' 
Con tree ting Officer) 
1 nd O Approval ffl Disapproval at Indicated Abort and Subjtct to Any AppUcablt Commtntt on tht fttvtrM JTYPC Of* PRINT N A M ! AND C R A O C 
3CT 1R5PWARD W1G6INS. <S*9 
OCT 1984 
TYPE OR PRINT NAME AND G R A D E 
CLIFTON W. DANIuLS, JR, 
trat.Hiiu"Onn;w. 
-f* fljggkj^ A/US-lMf -^<LsU*-r- Js*-t4lA <^ Itrrrfc^ J^Zusfr 
(i. tt>) u&tt <fl*itt&4' a/^yi^z^r^O^ yw^-cf^u^L fifc^ZflacsL 
Mole- m* A&ntL c4.J^*sfyt<£4 *My JrtUJUd' I?^i<^/-~^4,*ts Utf*~C^> 
Ui&ucnJ'*&*^'*£' fc^ £to f^7* M-^Y*^^0^ 
3959 South Wesl Temple 
Salt Lake City Utah 84107 
(801)268 8084 
Keith's Electrical Construction Co. October 26 , 1984 
Mr. Tom Glandon 
Data Site 
80 W. Louise Ave. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
RE: Hil 294-4, BuildinglM^UPS 
Dear Mr. Glandon, 
We have received confirmation that your submittal was disapproved for a 
third time. We have therefofcfc, submitted an alternate vendorfs equipment and 
it was approved on the first submittal. Our records show this alternate as 
submittal, Alternate #3. After your first two submittal packages were disap-
proved, we submitted the alternate vendor package, and your second resubmit-
tal package is indicated as #4. 
The Contracting Officer notified me immediately after reviewing Alternate 
#3, to order this alternate vendor's piece of equipment. Because of the time 
delays and the fact that he was considering cancelling this project; do to 
my agreement with you to resubmit your package a third time, I notified the 
Contracting Officer that submittal #4 was still outstanding, and I did not 
want to order the alternatlf Equipment until I knew whether the resubmittal 
package #4 was approved acc3isapproved. Later the same day, I found out that 
Power Systems & Controls ^ submittal #4 was disapproved. 
Due to the fact that the agency is considering cancellation and we have 
made three attempts to qualify your equipment, we cannot afford to have this 
project cancelled. We are hereby cancelling our order with you for the equip-
ment . As you may recall, we added a stipulation to our order agreement that 
if the agency approved the equipment package, we would place the order for 
the equipment. I do believe that three attempts (which we have never done be-
fore) to qualify a vendor's equipment is indicative of our earnest attempts 
to qualify you package. 
Enclosed is a review of the disapproval notice by the Engineer, which 
may delay this letter a day or so. We hope that you are able to appreciate 
our dilemra and recognize the time that has been lost. 
As we said previously, we cannot afford to have the project cancelled 
after the costs we have already incurred. 
Note: I believe that your warranty section should be under consideration for* 
revision. 
Sincerely, 
f^^^j* 
Keith G. Sakai *jd. 
iH Owner *^.
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MATERIAL APPROVAL SJS.vllTTAL 
(Sen instructors on -evurcc) 
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*TO: (Contracting Officer) j FROM fCon tree tor) 
CUPDzHim S°si/<r 2/ YCd/r£ 'J i'<££rv+i c^srfr. ">/n/fr ZL 
CONTRACT NUMBER 
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SUDMISSION NUMBER 
Y 
SUBMITTAL 
D NEW G R E S U D M I T T V 
( P R E V I O U S S U B M I S S I O N N U M C E R P R O J E C T N U M B E R 
\ TO DE COMPLETEO BY CONTRACTOR 
1 ITEM 
J NO. 
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SPECIFICATION SECTION/ 
PARA NO./DRAW1NG NO. 
Stc/CMo 
. ^ D E S C R I P T I O N O F M A T E R I A L 
(IncWdt f fycj Model Number, Catalog Number. Mfg., etc.) 
HOTAKY fSljl* GuOJr/»«/«/. J>J/3S*7 Gf fe.C . 
4 
FOR GOVERNMENT USE ONLY 
A P -
P R O V E D 
D I S A P -
P R O V E D 
S 
S E E 
REVERSE 
S\ 
IN1T4A'. 
<T 
J BY COMPLETING THIS FORM, THE UNDERSIGNED CONTRACTOR CERTIFIES THAT 
THE MATERIAL COMPLIES WITH ALL SPECIFICATIONS OF SUBJECT CONTRACT. 
JDATE 
} /0//7M 
T Y P E O R P R I N T N A M E A N D T I T L E 
\ FOR GOVERNMENT USE ONLY 
J TO: (Base Cull Engineering Officer) 
T)BEC 
For Evaluation 2nd Action. 
2 2 OCT 1984 
,G6ftl:oil Administrator 
TO: AF Contracting OffibtSB^ 
Recommend i_j Approval QCoisapproval as indicated Above and Subject to Any Applicable Comments on the Reverse 
o -t 
DATE 
j*> 4 OCT 1934 I 
TYPEOR PFINT NAME AHD GRADE 
*/i\ « ' rt-rr-Ttr-i^-
JTO: (Contractor) 
I ..., rf^tVJ <v;«3;M*r**nj}Q {)>«•; { D Appro " ^ \ z '• ;ro- ~-- — 
. Hens v::n«n. 
; C-.miner.;* o. :TS J^ ivcM Side. RTtfues*. Resubmit:* ' pn o:sr.-.orov«c: 
" / " 
•*v - or-t / * n ) . \ r ; A V « C A N D C >. r. 
; » ' •» / / -
1
 :/4i «H* 
- 4 *v: 4;. ///ft 
-^t^dfii. 
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/ ^ r vg%> A<&£, 
^ ^ ys/'^^y/ ^J~£- /),*/<> Awptz.v<^,_ 
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4l
 l^ lSSTXUCr iONS TO CONTRACTORS 
!. H term "materia!" is define.', as ar:^:Ici,stJSi?S?!iy'J*w materials, equipment, parts, components, and end items that arc to be incorporated 
V»to the work required by the contract. 
:*h»s i.'-M is to be iiy/-d bv '.•onlrDcfor* forsubmitting Shoo Drawings. Uouinmcnt Data. Marufactu-cr's Literature and Cer,:fic?:os ?nH 
.e$ of Materials to the Government fofapplfow|«J,accord:*nce with the provisions of this contract. Unless otherwise specified, it is to be 
• spared in 4 corks, signed, and provided {9 "t!ic*<X>ii3Cr^ cti:it; o:..cer with appropriate attachments. 
X jicmfs) io be sppjowcC will be clearly tabbed or'icjcntified. Data pertaining to item(s) to b? approved will be clearly identified OT tabbed. 
particularly where cocumen-.s y e voluminous, in order to r-opcrly evaluate the materials o* . .icics to be incorporated in :hc woik. fiach 
> attachment will be numbered to correspond with the \*c::\ number shown on the face of this form. 
I 4. Requests submitted shall be numbered consecutively, by contract, in :V; rpace entitled "Submission No.** This number, in addition to the 
J Contract No., win be used to identify each Materia! Approval Submittal. Resubmissions will be indicated in the appropriate block and the 
I insertion of previous submission number :-.d di^e in addition to 1 new submission number. A single submission should be used for ail work of 
t a section v •* lb: s:-.eciTier.lions, but in N'N nsj^n|u sho'uK the submisrion include verk for more than one (1) contract. Submittals requiring 
5 rrh>ri:y h:r -Allm: will !v subv.iilic'l by v.-parafq Submittal using the form and so marked across the face of the form. 
5. This !n.:\!ri:il Approval Submit:;*: is not y ^ ' i unless it is ra&ncd by the contracting officer. This approval is required as called for by the 
contracting officer under the terms of this contractors 
ftU.S. Gov«rn«r*nt PrlnUM Off»c«: |tt0~-319*t71/4071 
